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ABSTRACT

Calgary’s Centre City has supported cultural activity for over 137 years.  Today 204 unique cultural spaces representing 23 function 

types are found there.  This project developed an inventory that identified the types and characteristics of the spaces that exist in 

Centre City today.  Ultimately this was done to understand the relationships that individual spaces form with one another, and to 

evaluate these spaces in order to determine the degrees of their success or failure.  The outcomes of this evaluation contributed to 

the development of recommendations for the continued support of existing and the creation of future successful cultural spaces 

in Calgary’s Centre City.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years the topic of culture has enjoyed a renaissance in both academic and planning circles.  This is due in large part 

to the evolution of culture as a recognized policy tool for economic and urban redevelopment.  Richard Florida is among 

those who have championed the cause, and has become synonymous with promoting the development of urban areas for 

creative people to live and work in as the ultimate economic resource (Florida, 2002, p.xiii).  

Cities are now gaining national recognition for their contributions to cultural activities.  In 2012 Calgary was named the 

Cultural Capital of Canada.  During its reign the city showcased a variety of cultural activities from its creative community, 

and invested $5.8 million into Calgary’s cultural scene (Anderson, 2013, par. 4). This was also a significant year for three of 

the city’s cultural venues as The Stampede, Grand Theatre, and the Memorial Library all celebrated their 100th anniversaries.  

Throughout 2012 these three venues were recognised for their important cultural contributions to the city, but little was said 

about the physical qualities that have made them longstanding successful cultural spaces .

The absence of a cultural space dialogue reflects the current lack of understanding regarding the types of spaces that house 

cultural activities.  While the majority of the literature discusses the role of cultural activities and their impact in the overall 

cultural economy, it does not devote the same attention to discussions about their attributes and qualities of their built form.  

However, this has not diminished the interest of many cities in wanting to promote their diverse cultural offerings and attract 

creative individuals to live there.  Increasingly, policy makers are looking to invest in new iconic cultural facilities.  This was 

the case in Calgary in 2007.   CADA (Calgary Arts Development) published a research report indicating that Calgary needed 

to develop more cultural spaces despite a demonstrated lack of understanding about existing cultural facilities (The Current 
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State of Cultural Spaces for the Arts in Calgary, 2007, p.8).  It was felt that the development of new spaces needed to be 

promoted in Calgary because the city was not forging ahead on new cultural space projects at the rate that other Canadian 

cities like Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Toronto were (2007:8).  CADA’s report also indicates that the majority of Calgarians place 

a high value on the role culture plays in their quality of life, and support an increased investment in the arts (2007:8).  This 

illustrates that both cultural space and activity play an important role in Calgary, but before the development of new cultural 

infrastructure there is a need for a comprehensive understanding of the existing built form.

RESEARCH QUESTION 

The intent of this research is to undertake an inventory as a means of identifying issues and opportunities, raising research 

questions, and to document the types and characteristics of cultural spaces in Centre City.  The study will address the lack 

of knowledge regarding the existing cultural spaces in Calgary’s Centre City.  This is done to contribute to a comprehensive 

review of current cultural infrastructure, as the first step, in a discussion on the state of existing cultural facilities and the need 

for development of new facilities in Centre City.

PURPOSE

This project seeks to identify the types and characteristics of cultural spaces that exist in Calgary’s Centre City, and the 

relationships that individual spaces form with one another.   This is done to understand the larger cultural community of 

Centre City, and the potential outcomes when spaces are clustered together.  These spaces and clusters will be evaluated 

to determine their degrees of success or failure, and to make recommendations for the maintenance of existing, and 

development of future successful cultural clusters in Centre City.
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CULTURE DEFINITION

Culture is defined as the “arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement regarded collectively” (The 

Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary, 2000, p.231).  This definition establishes that culture is something that can be both 

produced and consumed.  The creation of it can take many forms such as music, film, dance, photography, and visual art.  

Similarly, the consumption of culture takes on many forms as well.  Culture can be engaged with in a museum, listened to in 

a blues bar, and purchased in a gallery.  This demonstrates that even as culture is produced and consumed by individuals, it 

requires physical spaces to situate these creative engagements.

SITE LOCATION

Calgary’s Centre City was selected as the study site of this project due to its unique history as the historic core of Calgary, and 

since it contains many of the city’s iconic cultural venues as well as smaller cultural facilities and formal districts.  Calgary’s 

Centre City is also an area defined by the City of Calgary and planned and administered in a comprehensive way.  It therefore 

lends itself to systematic study, and may benefit from the findings and recommendations of this research.
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FIGURE 1: STUDY SITE WITHIN THE CITY OF CALGARY
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1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This analysis of cultural space starts with an understanding of aspects of city form.  Cities are some of human kind’s greatest 

achievements, the existence of which can be used to indicate the state of civilization (Bacon, 1967, p.13).  Many factors 

regarding the city contribute to the diversity of its physical forms, and the social components that it supports.  Jane Jacobs 

in The Death And Life Of Great American Cities, illustrates the crucial role the city plays in supporting social activities and 

sheltering its citizens (Jacobs, 1995, p.155). Jacobs argues that the city plays both a physical and social role for its citizens, 

and as it evolves over time it represents an immense laboratory for trial and error (1995: 9).  It is not simply a collection of 

buildings and people, independent of one another, but rather an assembly of various elements working as an evolving 

collective.  This collaborative effort between the physical and social provides the conditions that are necessary to generate a 

diversity of spaces and the creative conditions that incubate new enterprises and ideas (1995: 189).  

What is most compelling about her argument for the purposes of this project is her description of the creation of an 

environment where cultural activities can be supported and housed.  This is important because the previously established 

definition of culture requires a physical space for its production and consumption. Jacobs identifies a specific location within 

the city that can support cultural activities.  She indicates that the downtown can provide the necessary conditions for this 

because it allows for mixed-use activities, is permeable, has a variety of built form, and a sufficient density of people (1995: 

197).   Most big cities exhibit these conditions, and this facilitates the creation of a strong inclusive central heart to focus 

activity, rather than spread out a collection of interests so that they become isolated from one another (1995: 215).  This 

places an emphasis on grouping activity and spaces in a focused environment.  These groups can then support the city’s 

central heart through a collective effort.  
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Cultural space can be analysed in the same way as the city.  The same elements that Jacobs identifies as key to the creation of 

successful urban environments can be applied to cultural spaces as well.  Both physical (built form) and social elements are 

necessary to develop and maintain cultural spaces.  A variety of built form ranging in size is important, with a mixture of old 

and new buildings to facilitate a diversity of activity (1995: 255).  This is because a lack of older buildings limits the types of 

activity that can exist within the area, and this ultimately means that the enterprises that do exist in new buildings are ones 

that can support the high costs of that buildings construction (1995: 244).  Jacobs directly relates the need for a diversity of 

building types to the cultural world by indicating that well subsidized opera and art museums often reside in new buildings, 

but that the feeders of the arts, such as studios and galleries, are often located in older buildings (1995: 245).  This suggests 

that a variety of built forms can support a diverse range of cultural activity.  Ultimately this is important because culture is 

not a single activity.  It is produced and consumed in a variety of ways, and requires a corresponding variety of built form to 

support it.

The variety of cultural production and consumption impacts the built form that can support it.  Landry, in The Creative City, 

furthers the notion that culture utilizes a variety of building types.  Often, creative individuals and activities require spaces 

that are affordable and available.  These affordable areas, tend to be in locations that are often subject to the pressures of 

urban renewal, and when the process has not yet started, the cultural community acts as a regenerator that brings life back 

into the area (2000:125).  This is seen in the recycling of older buildings to provide spaces for cultural activities to take place 

(2000:123).  Ultimately this illustrates that cultural spaces utilize a variety of built form .

Richard Florida, in The Rise Of The Creative Class, indicates that cultural spaces represent a variety of different functions.  These 
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include live music venues, art galleries, film theatres, outdoor spaces, and museums (Florida 2002: 183).  The existence of 

a variety of spaces is represented in a diverse range of built forms, which helps these spaces to reinforce one another and 

support a range of activities (2002:42).  This is important because it illustrates that cultural spaces represent a variety of forms 

for the functions they house, and that cultural activities utilize space differently for their diverse functions.  This is why having 

a variety of spaces of various sizes and forms is important.   

Cultural space variety is established when the built form qualities that support it are identified.  Montgomery is noteworthy 

in this regard.  He indicates that the presence of a variety of cultural venues is vital, and that they should be of a small to 

medium scale and facing the street (2003: 296).  This is an important concept for an analysis of cultural spaces because it 

places emphasis on having multiple venues of particular sizes, and not, for example, one singular large venue as the hub of 

all cultural activity.  While Montgomery, much like Jacobs before him, identifies the need for the built form to support mixed 

uses (through a variety of building types, ages and sizes), his analysis also takes into consideration the street, and contributes 

to the development of “good streets”.  Good streets are those that are visually permeable, have diverse functions, and a good 

horizontal grain of active frontages along them (2003: 301).  This argument reinforces the idea that there should be a variety 

of cultural spaces, and that they have a reciprocal relationship with one another.  The foundation of this relationship is the 

existence of the built form qualities that support cultural spaces.  

These specific built form qualities can be associated with specific infrastructure that the cultural world needs to develop 

and maintain itself (Markusen, 2006: 19).  Markusen expands upon the notion that cultural spaces need to exist around 

one another in a variety of sizes and forms, and in doing so identifies three specific types of small-scale cultural built forms.  
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These are: 1. Artists Clubhouse, where cultural producers can gather, learn, and share space, 2. Artist Live/Work Studio, which 

is usually built from old industrial buildings that have been converted, and 3. Small Scale Performing Arts Venue, which 

help bring together both cultural producers and consumers, and play an important role in attracting and retaining cultural 

activities to the area (2006:21).  This is an important contribution to the evolution of the cultural space discussion.  These 

specific spaces and their built form qualities have not been previously identified, and they highlight the spaces that cultural 

producers need to work and develop their creativity in.  It also illustrates the important role that cultural production plays 

in establishing cultural activity.

It is important for cultural spaces to exist in a variety of built forms because it allows a wide range of cultural activities to take 

place.  Areas within the city, like the downtown, must serve more than one primary function. This creates an environment 

where different groups of individuals utilize spaces at different times, ensuring that a mixture of activities can take place in 

the downtown (Jacobs, 1993, p.197).  As a result, this variety of activity illustrates how these spaces, ranging from museums 

to cafes, public squares, cinemas, theatres and libraries, engender creative initiatives (Landry, 2000, p.120).  Much like built 

form, cultural activity needs to exist in a variety of different manifestations.  This is because cultural activities have evolved 

beyond the spectacle of the symphony, the ballet, and the blockbuster exhibit, and are now more active, accessible, and 

varied (Stern & Seifert, 2010, p.262).  As a result, artists are becoming social entrepreneurs who have the ability to revitalize 

their cities not only through their bottom line, but also through their social roles (2010:262).  

Montgomery expands upon the social role that cultural activity plays in society by arguing that cultural activity takes on 

many forms of expression and makes the case for the conceptualizing of culture as a product (2003: 296).  Accordingly, he 
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considers cultural activity as something that is both produced and consumed.  In Montgomery’s argument, performance 

venues become essential for cultural activity, and he introduces the idea that cultural activity should always have a strong 

evening economy (297).  Ideally, these venues should maintain activity throughout the day, and cultural spaces should 

become reanimated once the traditional work hours are over in the downtown (Montgomery, 1995, p.103).  

Crucially, the literature indicates that it is important for a variety of cultural spaces and activities to be grouped together.  

This grouping of both the physical and social elements of culture, which is the product of both organic and planned process, 

results in the formation of a cluster.  A cluster is identified as an area within the city that has spawned a diversity of cultural 

assets, organizations, businesses, consumers, and producers, which sets it apart from other areas (Stern & Seifert, 2010, 

p.263).  In this manner, Landry indicates that artists and other cultural actors come together in creative milieus, and utilize 

clusters of buildings that contain the necessary preconditions to facilitate the flow of cultural activity (2000:133).  As a result, 

this becomes a physical setting for cultural activity to be supported and developed for consumption (2000:133). 

The organic form of clustering, commonly typified as groupings, are the result of individuals in the cultural world coming 

together of their own accord (Stern & Seifert, 2010, p.263).  The difference between organic and planned cultural clusters 

is that the planned district approach usually focuses on the development of big-ticket cultural spaces grouped together to 

draw in audiences (2010:263).  This has become popular in urban planning circles because it views the development of the 

cultural district with regard to its role in cultural consumption, and links cultural activity with the hospitality industries, which 

act to lure out-of-towners (2010:263).  Nevertheless, Markusen has critiqued the use of formally planned clusters.  Arguing 

that they create an environment where other areas of the city risk being overlooked as they are seen to be neither culturally 
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appealing nor vibrant (2010:23). Instead, she argues that organic clusters celebrate the multiplicity of distinctive cultural 

neighbourhoods with unique characteristics (2010: 22).  

The cultural quarter can be considered a hybrid of the organic and planned clusters.  It is defined as a combined strategy 

for greater consumption of arts and culture with cultural production and urban placemaking (Montgomery, 2003, p.293).  

Montgomery developed this based on his observations of Soho in London, the Lower East Side in New York, and the Left 

Bank in Paris (2003:293). In recent years, cultural quarters have been adopted as policy mechanisms for urban regeneration 

(2003:294).   Cultural quarters need to be unique; they exist in many varieties, and their distinctiveness is one of their most 

important qualities (Montgomery, 2004, p.3).  As a key component of the successful functioning of these areas, he suggests 

that new work must be created. Accordingly, these areas should offer a variety of opportunities for artistic work to be 

consumed in galleries, theatres, music halls, and other venues, including public spaces (2004:3).

It is clear that the literature points to the importance of analysing and evaluating cultural spaces and clusters in terms of their 

degrees of success or failure.  This is an important component of the analysis because it allows for built form, and the cultural 

activity it houses, to be analysed in order to see whether or not specific spaces and clusters have the qualities found typically 

in successful cultural spaces.  As a result, this provides the opportunity for recommendations to be made to improve existing 

and to develop future successful clusters.  In this light, Montgomery utilizes three established characteristics of cultural 

spaces for determining degrees of their success or failure: activity, built form and meaning (2004:3). The importance of the 

physical and the social elements of cultural space have been well documented.  Montgomery adds the concept of meaning 

as the third element (2003, p.301). In this context, meaning represents the relationships that cultural spaces have with other 
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spaces around them and with their users. These relationships can encourage associated activity, and often times develop a 

greater awareness of the area within the larger community (2003: 302).  Montgomery ultimately indicates that a successful 

cultural quarter will contain a good mix of all three of activity, built form and meaning. Ultimately they will contribute to the 

creation of an authentic, evolving, and innovative cluster of cultural spaces (2003: 302).
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1.3 PRECEDENTS

•	 Calgary, Alberta, Canada (A View of Calgary’s Arts Organizations, 2011)

•	 Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA (An Inventory of Los Alamos Arts and Cultural Assets, 2009)

•	 Victoria, British Columbia, Canada (Victoria’s Arts Scan, 2010)

Very few examples of cultural space inventories appear to have been done in North America.  A study of cultural spaces was 

conducted in Calgary by CADA (Calgary Arts Development) in 2009, but it was limited to the 161 non-profit arts organizations 

that applied for municipal funding through the Calgary Arts Development Annual Operating Grant Program (A View of 

Calgary’s Arts Organizations, 2001, p. 10).  As a result this did not include information about those cultural organizations that 

did not apply to the program, and those that operate outside of the non-profit structure (2011, p.11).  Therefore, there is a 

distinct gap in the available information, and a need for this research. 
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1.4 METHODS

Activity, built form and meaning of Calgary’s Centre City cultural spaces and clusters were analysed according to three 

methodological approaches.  These facilitated a study of both qualitative and quantitative characteristics utilizing 

townscape analysis, cultural land use mapping, and participant observation.  This provided a comprehensive understanding 

of the physical qualities that support cultural spaces, the activities they house, and the meaning they create through the 

development of relationships with other spaces and their users.

TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS

This method was developed by Sandalack and Nicolai in The Calgary Project (2006: 194), and is utilized in the Urban Lab at 

the University of Calgary for over a decade in research and project application.  It combines various techniques and methods 

from architecture, landscape architecture, urban design, and planning to gather data about the built environment.  This is an 

approach and process through which urban form and its evolution can be illustrated and understood (2006:194).  

Data is collected from multiple sources of primary information, and it considers a variety of characteristics of the built 

environment.  Close attention is paid to qualitative aspects of urban form, public realm, and history of the site (2006:194).  

This method also allows for analysis to take place at various scales.  This is an important component of this study because the 

characteristics of cultural space varied in scale from the individual space and how it is situated, and the built form elements 

that are shared among multiple spaces in unique clusters.  
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CULTURAL LAND USE MAPPING

This method draws from the principles employed in land use and occupancy mapping.  It was developed by Brody and 

utilized in Maps and Dreams in 1981(Robinson & Kassam, 1998, p.30).  It was further refined by Robinson and Kassam in 

1998, and utilized as a method in various research projects with First Nations communities in Northern Canada and Russia 

(1998:31).  In this setting it is used to gather traditional and current cultural information about wildlife management practices.  

This is done to create a snapshot of land use that is comprehensive, inherently visual, and inclusive of many people’s popular 

knowledge.  The maps that are created and used to compare external industrial-economic development proposals with 

current traditional land use (1998:31).  For this project, cultural land use mapping is utilized to study the location of urban 

cultural spaces.  This is done to record their locations in relation to the surrounding land uses of Calgary’s Centre City.

Cultural land use mapping complements the data that is gathered from townscape analysis.  It is a spatial means of 

consolidating and communicating information about built form and cultural activity.  It also allows for cultural spaces to be 

shown in relation to one another and surrounding land uses, and mapped according to their various quantities and qualities.

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION

Participant observation is a long-standing research method, and has been used in a variety of disciplines as a tool for 

collecting data about people, processes and cultures in qualitative research (Kawulich, 2005: 1).  This anthropological 

approach requires the researcher to establish a rapport with a community, and learn to act in such a way that they blend in 

with the local population.  Then, removing themselves from the setting, the researcher creates distance between themselves 

and the studied community in order to immerse themselves in the data and begin to understand the complexities of how 
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people interact with each other in their daily lives and spaces (2005:2).  

The use of this methodology allowed for cultural activities representing both production and consumption to be observed 

and recorded by attending a variety of cultural events housed in spaces throughout Calgary’s Centre City.  It also required 

that the site be observed in its entirety throughout the year to record seasonal and special uses, as well as how some sites 

are utilized as occasional cultural venues.  
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1.5 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

This research is focused on spatial, qualitative and quantitative analysis of the built form that houses cultural activities.  An 

economic analysis of property values as well as commercial and residential rents and leases was not considered.  Although it 

is recognized that economic factors are involved in cultural space viability, economic evaluation is beyond the scope of this 

research, however it is recommended that an economic analysis be considered in future studies.

The second limitation of this research is that cultural spaces in Centre City are volatile.  The data collected for this study is 

representative of the spaces that existed from January 1, 2012 to March 31, 2013, and since then, some of these spaces have 

closed down and new ones have opened.  This dataset should be understood as a snapshot representative of the study 

period, and not a complete database of existing cultural spaces in Centre City.
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2.1 HISTORY

Calgary’s Centre City plays an essential role in the development of the city’s cultural identity.  This is because it has been the 

site of the longest continuous cultural activity in the city, and  continues to be home to a wide variety of cultural spaces today.  

It is essential that prior to an analysis of existing cultural spaces there must be an understanding of the historic elements that 

developed the foundation for Centre City’s continued cultural activity and built form. This is because by analysing the built 

environment it is possible to discover the influences that helped shaped it (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p. 194).

The Centre City has sustained cultural spaces for 137 years.  It is the home of the city’s first live music venue, site of the 

present day Cultural District, and home to much of the cultural activity in the city which played a large role in Calgary being 

named Canada’s Cultural Capital in 2012.  To understand the evolution of Centre City’s cultural spaces, the history of the 

site can be understood according to four historic eras. These eras are described in terms of two of Montgomery’s necessary 

characteristics for successful cultural quarters:  cultural activity and built form (2003:295).  This historic overview helps in 

understanding the origins and evolution of the city and its cultural spaces.

1875-1945

The first era of cultural space activity established the foundation for 137 years of continuous cultural activity.  During this 

time the city evolved from a Northwest Mounted Police Fort into a small ranching and farming community that was serviced, 

starting in 1883, by the Canadian Pacific Railway (Foran, 1978, p.16).  The railway played an important role in the evolution 

of the city as it created a link to the rest of the country.  It is important to note that Calgary’s initial growth was influenced by 

two unique elements: the surrounding topography and limited transportation routes defined its early development patterns 
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1875  Calgary established as a small North West Mounted Police Fort
1883  The Canadian Pacific Railway is completed to Calgary
1886  First Calgary Exhibition- precursor to the Stampede
1891  Alberta Hotel opens- live music venue 804 1st street SW
1893  Hull’s Opera house completed- 6th avenue and centre street SW
1895  Calgary Operatic Society first show “The Pirates of Penzance”
1908  Central Memorial Park opens- 12th avenue between 4th and 2nd street SW
1910  Palliser Hotel opens- live music venue- 9th avenue and 1st street SW
1911  Empress Theatre- Vaudeville attractions- site of current Epcor Centre- 8th avenue
1912  Grand Theatre opens- first performance “The passing of the third floor back” February 5, 1912- 608 1st street SW
1912  Calgary’s first Exhibition and Stampede
1912  Central Memorial Library opens- 12th avenue and 2nd Street SW
1916  Prohibition in Alberta starts- July 1, 1918- speakeasies become popular, and are supported through the whiskey trade 
1921  Palace Theatre opens- 219 8th avenue SW
1922  CFCN radio goes on the air from the Radio Block- 13th avenue and 1st street SW
1924  May 10 Prohibition is lifted in Alberta
1930s  Six movie houses exist in the city

1963 Hull’s Opera House is demolished to make a parking lot
1966 Glenbow collection established 
1970s Gallery Row develops along 17th avenue SW
1975 Glenbow Museum opens- 130 9th avenue SE
1978 Main Library opens-  616 Macleod Trail SE
1979 Calgary Folk Festival starts
1980s The Masters gallery opens on 17th avenue- withstands economic downturn that sees 10 neighboring galleries close
1983 Olympic Saddledome opens- Stampede Park
1985 Municipal Building opens- 800 Macleod Trail SE
1980s Electric Avenue develops 24 live music venues at peak- 11th avenue between 4th and 8th street SW
1990 Palace Theatre closes- 219 8th avenue SW
1993 City bylaws restricting loud music, outdoor sound systems, and patio size contribute to the shutting down Electric Avenue
1996 Eau Claire Market opens- 200 Barclay Parade SW
1999 The Calgary International Film Festival starts
1999 The Cultural District concept is developed- concentrating on the  block surrounding Olympic Plaza
2000s Radio Block sees an increase in the concentration of live music venues after the shutdown of Electric Avenue
2000 Shaw Millennium Park opens
2001 The Urban Lab’s comprehensive analysis of the Cultural District is published following a design charrette
2005 The Master’s Gallery moves to new 4th street location due to redevelopment of 17th avenue- 2115 4 Street SW
2005 Design District takes shape on 11th avenue between 5th and 6th streets- visual art galleries 
2005 Film District takes shape on 8th avenue- anchored by the Uptown Theatre and the Globe Theatre
2006 Original Cowboys location closes-live music venue- 9th avenue and 5th street SW
2012 New Stampede Park Location of Cowboys opens- 421 12th Avenue SE
2012 Uptown Theatre closes- 612 8th Avenue SW
2012 Calgary is named Canada’s Cultural Capital

1946 Calgary allied Arts Council moves to Coste House- 2208 Amhurst street SW
1950 Prince’s Island Park opens- outdoor cultural venue
1951 Uptown Theatre opens- 612 8th Avenue SW
1954 Glenbow Foundation created by benefactor Eric Harvie

ACTIVITY

early

early

early

early

early

FIGURE 2: HISTORIC CULTURAL ACTIVITY IN CENTRE CITY
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FIGURE 3: LOCATIONS OF CENTRE CITY’S FOUR ERAS OF HISTORIC CULTURAL ACTIVITY
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FIGURE 4: HISTORIC CULTURAL ACTIVITY FROM 1875-1960
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(Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.52).  These constraints influenced the city’s growth from the inside out, and helped to establish 

a town centre, around which Calgary’s Centre City is now located (2006:52).  

Early Calgary was home to small to medium sized commercial and residential buildings.  Among these was the Alberta Hotel 

built in 1891, which was located on 1st street southwest and 8th avenue southwest (Foran, 1978, p.30).  This was one of the first 

live music venues in Centre City, and in 1893 the city’s first performing arts venue was built.  Hull’s Opera House was located 

on 6th avenue and centre street southwest (1978:64).  Over time more venues were built, including one of the city’s landmark 

buildings and long running cultural spaces, The Palliser Hotel. Built in 1910, on 9th avenue and 1st street southwest during the 

same year, a few blocks east on 8th avenue, the Empress Theatre was built (1978:153).  In 1912, three major cultural spaces 

opened, which established Calgary’s early cultural presence: the Grand Theatre, on 1st street southwest and 6th avenue, the 

Central Library, on 12th avenue and 2nd street southwest, and the first Calgary Exhibition and Stampede, which was held on 

the Stampede grounds (Smith, 2005, p.1).  In the same year, the Palace Theatre opened on 8th avenue (Brennan, 1998, Par 8).  

This became one of the only six movie houses that existed during the early 1930s (Foran, 1978, p.153).   In 1925, the year after 

Prohibition was lifted in Alberta, the Palliser Hotel opened the first legal lounge in the Province (Young, 2012, para.24).  This 

provided a venue in Centre City of individuals to gather for social and entertainment purposes.  This is important because in 

contemporary examples on the site there is a strong relationship between bars and live music performances.  

The end of this era is also known for its relative lack of cultural venues within the city as a whole, and as a result, this 

contributed to the reinforcement of the image of Calgary as a small frontier town (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.74).  The lack 

of cultural space development can be attributed to the fact that the nation was, during this era, involved in two World Wars 
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and a concurrent economic depression.  This meant that resources were not directed towards expanding the cultural venues 

of Calgary’s Centre City.  

1946-1960

The Post World War Two period is characterized by the relatively limited amount of cultural space development in Centre 

City.  Although the era was impacted by increased urban development with the addition of skyscrapers, which dramatically 

changed the landscape that was once dominated by small and medium sized buildings (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.102).  

This era also saw the increasing influence of the modernist movement, which did not place much value on historic buildings 

(2006:102).  An example of this was this was the demolition of Hull’s Opera House in order to make room for a parking lot on 

6th avenue and centre street southwest (Crosby, 2012, para.4).  

During the early 1950s two notable cultural spaces opened: Prince’s Island Park (Calgary Celebrating 100 Years of Parks, 2012, 

p.65), and the Uptown theatre on 8th avenue (Klingbeil, 2012, para.2).  Another important step towards the city’s cultural 

maturation occurred in 1954 when the initial efforts to create the first museum in Calgary were put in place by Glenbow 

founder and benefactor Eric Harvie (Diehl , 1989, p.158).    

1961-1993

A major milestone in Centre City’s cultural activity occurred in 1967 when men and woman were, for the first time, allowed 

to consume alcohol in the same establishment (Kaufmann, 2012, para.74).  This proved to be an important development 

in establishing many future live music venues in Centre City.   New groups of cultural spaces started to emerge in the early 
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FIGURE 5: HISTORIC CULTURAL ACTIVITY FROM 1961-2012
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1970s.  An example of this was seventeenth avenue’s Gallery Row (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.139).  Here, visual art galleries 

started to populate the area, which further solidified the relationship with Centre City and its variety of cultural spaces. 

This was achieved by utilizing the small scale built form, and its corresponding visually permeable frontages to house and 

cluster cultural activity in this area of the site.  The development of Gallery Row also helped to establish cultural activity in 

the southern end of the site.  This ultimately expanded the overall area of cultural activity and spaces throughout Centre 

City, and helped to develop the site’s unique cultural identity.  In 1975, The Glenbow Museum opened on ninth avenue, and 

became a major cultural amenity within the city as its first public art gallery and museum (Dempsey, 1991, p.194). In 1979, 

the Calgary Folk Festival was founded (Flooded Calgary Folk Festival venue saved by temporary bridge, 2005, para.2), which 

constituted an important development because of its use of Prince’s Island Park, one of this era’s earlier developments.  

The Olympics also played an important role in cultural space development.  The Games provided another opportunity to 

invest in the urban form, specifically in Centre City (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.139).  This was evidenced in 1985 in the 

opening of the Olympic Saddledome on the Stampede grounds, and the Municipal building on MacLeod trail (2006:139).  

These two large-scale cultural spaces helped to further the cultural maturation of both the site and the city.  Another major 

cultural amenity opening in 1985 was The Calgary Centre For The Performing Arts (Burgener, 2002, para.1).  This represents 

a noteworthy milestone in Centre City’s cultural activity because its existence filled a void in Calgary’s cultural realm for a 

large-scale performing arts venue, which was necessary to advance the cultural maturity of the city, and provide another key 

component for the future development of the Cultural District.  The location is also significant because it is built on the same 

site as the former Empress Theatre on 8th avenue, illustrating that this area has long been associated with cultural activity in 

Centre City (Foran, 1978, p.153). 
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In addition to these spaces, an example of the organic clustering of live music venues took place on Electric Avenue (eleventh 

avenue) between fourth and eighth streets southwest.  This development was considered an organic cluster because it 

represented a grouping of cultural spaces that was the result individual cultural producers deciding to locate around one 

another, and not the result of a formalized municipal planning initiative (Landry, 2000, p.133).  During the late 1980s, the area 

was at its peak with twenty four live music venues operating within this cluster (Dawson, 1989, para.2).  These spaces were 

taking advantage of the small to medium sized venues situated along 11th avenue, and the long established relationship 

between Centre City and alcohol consumption, in order to generate awareness of cultural venues, and ultimately create a 

successful cultural cluster.

1994-2012

This era is noted for its repurposing of cultural spaces within Centre City, and also a slow down in the cultural space 

activities from the previous era.  While the Centre City saw the construction of new buildings, changes were also occurring 

to established cultural clusters.  In the early 1990s, civic bylaws restricting loud music, outdoor sound systems, and patio 

size came into effect. This played a large role in the shutting down of Electric Avenue (Climenhaga, 1991, para.5).  This once 

popular organically formed cluster became a symbol for the negative relationship between alcohol consumption and live 

music venues, which had once been so prolific.  The City and the Police Department utilized the regional popularity the 

cluster had generated in order to make it a victim of its success (Dawson, 1989, para.5).  These actions further illustrated that 

the success of future clusters of live music venues could be vulnerable to a lack of diversity of cultural activity function types.

The last decade of this era was highlighted by efforts in 2000 to develop a formally planned Cultural District.  This work 
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was initiated by the leaders of both the Glenbow museum and the EPCOR Centre (formerly The Calgary Centre For The 

Performing Arts), and utilized Sandalack & Nicolai’s work with the EVDS Urban Lab at the University of Calgary to conduct 

a comprehensive analysis of the site (2001:1).  The Cultural District would utilize the Glenbow, EPCOR, and Olympic Plaza to 

develop a formally planned area of Centre City, which would be the focal point of cultural activities in Calgary.  

In addition to these efforts, the City also recognized two other new districts within Centre City.  One was the Design District, 

located along 11th avenue, the formerly popular nightlife area known as Electric Avenue.  This area saw the repurposing of 

small and medium sized spaces to form an organic cluster of visual art galleries (Toneguzzi, 2005, para.4).    In addition, the 

Film District, along 8th avenue in the block between 5th and 6th street southwest, was recognized and became anchored by 

the Uptown and the Globe theatres. At the same time, the organic clustering of live music venues continued.  An example 

of this is seen in the Radio Block, on 1st  street southwest between 12th and 14th avenues, which emerged in the early part 

of the decade (Dawson, 1999, para.4).  This cluster benefitted particularly from the shut down of the former Electric Avenue, 

because live music venues once again came back to utilize Radio Block’s older, small scale built form to house their cultural 

activity along first street southwest.  

Other notable developments of this era were the opening of Shaw Millennium Park, an outdoor cultural space opened on 

the west side of Centre City along 9th avenue in 2000 (Calgary Celebrating 100 Years of Parks, 2010, p.85).  This added to 

the diversity of cultural space function types in Centre City.  In 2012, the much-celebrated Cowboys nightclub reopened in 

a new, larger location on 12th avenue, situated next to the Stampede grounds. This new venue is Centre City’s largest live 

music venue, and situates it as an independent destination, rather than a component of existing live music venue clusters 
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already established along seventieth avenue, or first street southwest.  This established Cowboys as a cultural amenity in 

Victoria Park, and a new component of an area that in 2012 was starting to redevelop after being decimated by urban 

renewal initiatives (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.150).  

During this most recent era, focus was placed on re-intensifying the city core (Sandalack & Nicolai, 2006, p.141).  This helped 

to produce many of the skyline landmarks that Centre City is known for today; an example of this is Eighth Avenue Place.  

This venue, though primarily an office tower, has become since 2012 a recognized occasional cultural venue, and is often 

home to gallery shows and other cultural performances.  This illustrates that as the downtown core has been redeveloped, in 

many cases removing and not replacing the built form that housed cultural spaces, there are some examples of new venues 

being created as by-products of this new development.  Eighth Avenue Place has incorporated the ability to house cultural 

activities, that require temporary venues for scheduled events, in its underutilized spaces rather than let them sit empty.

In 2012, Calgary was named Canada’s Culture Capital.  This is part of a larger effort that is tied to the Cultural District work in 

the early 2000s.  A component of this was the recognition of both organically and formally planned cultural clusters to signify 

the awareness of relationships between cultural spaces and the larger community.  Ultimately, this represents the increasing 

level of awareness of Calgary’s, and in particular Centre City’s cultural spaces within the city and Canada at large.
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2.2 ANALYSIS

The Centre City cultural space inventory was developed by a combination of the three methods described previously to 

record observed cultural activity and the built forms that house it on the site.  These observations took place from January 

1, 2012 through March 31, 2013.  Cultural spaces were classified based on their location, function type, hours of operation, 

type of space, frontage, visibility at grade, and size.  This created a dataset that yields a great deal of information about the 

built forms and activities that the cultural spaces of Centre City support. 

The categorized size of space and length of frontage were determined by taking a representative sample of forty spaces.  This 

was done to determine a range, and to identify any anomalies that occur when dealing with such a diverse group of spaces 

lacking an  even distribution.  The range was then broken down to determine the classification for both categories.  The sizes 

of cultural spaces were identified as follows: extra small (1-50 square meters), small (51-750 square meters), medium (751-

2000 square meters), large (2001-10000 square meters), and extra large (10000 square meters and above).  Frontage was 

identified: as small (1-16 meters), medium (17-59 meters), and large (60-125 meters).

The following inventory categories took into account each individual space’s built form and cultural activity.  The hours 

of operation were classified as one of three options.  These are: business hours (9am-5pm), business and evening (9am-

12am), and twenty four hours.  Visibility at grade was evaluated as either a yes or a no.  The type of space was determined 

by observing how a cultural space was physically situated in its environment.  In this regard spaces were classified as being  

either: a unit within a building, stand alone, outdoor, multiple spaces, or a special case.  A cultural space was classified as a 

special case if it has both indoor and outdoor components to its activity, and a multiple space refers to a building that has 
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multiple related function types existing within it.

The inventory identified twenty three function types, which illustrate a variety of cultural activities and built forms that 

house them on the site.  The function types were identified as follows:

1. Administration: concerned with the day to day operations of a cultural organization

2. Box Office: designated location for ticket sales

3. Collective: multiple activity types taking place in one building

4. Cultural Promotion: concerned with generating awareness of cultural activities in the city

5. Education: providing resources and training about cultural activities 

6. Instructional: specific formal training in particular cultural activity

7. Literary Arts: book stores

8. Live Music: spaces where modern music is produced by a DJ or band for an audience

9. Multi-Venue Exhibition Space: Stampede Park

10. Museum: an institution that maintains a collection of artifacts of historic and cultural importance that are viewed by 

an audience

11. Music/Film Retail: dedicated spaces for music and film sales or rentals

12. Occasional Cultural Venue: a space that supports scheduled cultural activities as needed

13. Other Art Retail: a coffee shop art gallery

14. Performing Arts Centre: a venue where multiple single activity type companies are housed in one building
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15. Performing Arts Dance: a venue where dance related activities are housed

16. Performing Arts Film: a movie theatre

17. Performing Arts Music: a venue where dedicated classical music performances such as operas or orchestras take place

18. Performing Arts Theatre: playhouses 

19. Production: venues were items vital the production of culture are sold or rented

20. Public Parks/Plazas: outdoor spaces that act as venues for cultural performance

21. Visual Arts: art galleries 

22. Visual Arts Display: dedicated areas where visual art is displayed for pedestrian traffic

23. Visual Arts Photography: dedicated photography studios
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CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES

ID NAME LOCATION FUNCTION TYPE HRS OF 
OPERATION

TYPE OF SPACE STREET 
FRONTAGE

VISIBILITY AT 
GRADE

SIZE OF 
SPACE 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Cliff Bungalow and Mission Arts Centre 2105 Cliff St SW Administration B+E Stand Alone M Yes M
Concorde Entertainment Group 820 602 12th Ave SW Administration B Unit Within Building NA No M
Untitled Art Society 319 321 10th Ave SW Administration B Unit Within Building NA No S
Choose Your Own 1722 13th Ave SW Administration 24H Stand Alone S Yes XS
Sled Island 2206a 4th St SW Administration B+E Unit Within Building S Yes XS
Alberta Ballet 314 17th Ave SW Box Office B Unit Within Building S Yes S
Art Central 100 7th Ave SW Collective B+E Multiple Spaces L Yes L
Fashion Central 805 1st St SW Collective B+E Multiple Spaces L Yes L
Artspot 1040 14th Ave SW Collective B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Shaw Cable 630 3rd Ave SW Cultural Promotion 24H Stand Alone M No L
City TV 533 7th Ave SW Cultural Promotion 24H Unit Within Building M Yes M
Artists Within Inc 306 822 11th Ave SW Cultural Promotion B Unit Within Building NA No S
Beatroute Magazine 112a 4th St SW Cultural Promotion B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Boodang 308 319 10th Ave SW Cultural Promotion B Unit Within Building NA No S
Emmedia 203 351 11th Ave SW Cultural Promotion B Unit Within Building NA No S
Kool 101.5fm 533 7th Ave SW Cultural Promotion 24H Unit Within Building NA No S
X92.9 FM 400 255 17th Ave SW Cultural Promotion 24H Unit Within Building S Yes S
Cantos Music Foundation 134 11th Ave SW Education B+E Unit Within Building NA No L
Central Library 616 Macleod Tr SE Education B+E Stand Alone L Yes L
UofC Downtown Campus 906 8th Ave SW Education B+E Stand Alone L Yes L
Enmax Gallery School 117 8th Ave SW Education B Unit Within Building S Yes M
Memorial Park Library 1221 2 St SW Education B+E Stand Alone M Yes M
Decidedly Jazz Danceworks 1514 4th St SW Instructional B+E Unit Within Building NA Yes S
Rogues Actors Studio 1232 17th Ave SW Instructional B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Shelf Life Books 100 1302 4 St SW Literary Arts B Unit Within Building M Yes M
Fair's Fair Used Books 1609 14 St SW Literary Arts B Unit Within Building M Yes S
Indigo TD Square 317 7 Ave SW Literary Arts B Unit Within Building S Yes S
Sentry Box 1835 10 Ave SW Literary Arts B Stand Alone M Yes S
Boudoir Rouge 907 9th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone M No L
Flames Central  219 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone L No L
Bookers BBQ Grill & Crab Shack 10 316 3rd St SE Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes M
Knox United Church 506 4th St SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone L No M
Roadhouse 840 9th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No M
Royal Canadian Legion No. 1 116 7 Ave SE Live Music B+E Stand Alone M No M
Whiskey 341 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No M
1410 World Bier Haus 1410 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Auburn Saloon 163 9th Ave SE Live Music B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Backlot 209 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Bamboo/Drum and Monkey 1205 1st ST SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone M Yes S
Barley Mill  201 Barclay Parade SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Wine-Ohs 815 1st St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S

FIGURE 6: CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACE INVENTORY 
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CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES

ID NAME LOCATION FUNCTION TYPE HRS OF 
OPERATION

TYPE OF SPACE STREET 
FRONTAGE

VISIBILITY AT 
GRADE

SIZE OF 
SPACE 

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Below Deck Tavern 221 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Black Betty Burger and Wine Bar 606 1 St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Broken City 613 11th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Buzzards/Bottle Screw Bills 140 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Calgary Eagle Inc 424 8th Ave SE Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Ceili's Pub 803 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Classic Jack's 933 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Commonwealth 733 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
Dickens Pub 1000 9th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Ducky's Pub 2100 4th St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Fab Bar 1742 10 Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Fire N Ice 854 16th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Giuseppe's Italian Market 1207 1st St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Habitat 1217 1st St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
HiFi Club 219 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
James Joyce 114 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
Koi Creative Café Lounge 100 1011 1st ST SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Lips Karaoke 1130 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Local 510 510 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Local 522 522 6th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Meet 924 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Metropolitan Grill 150 317 7 Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Mikey's Juke Joint 1901 10 Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Milk Tiger Lounge 410 4 St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Ming 520 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Mirage 650 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Morgan's Pub 1324 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Oak Room Palliser Hotel 133 9th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Olives 1129 Olympic Way SE Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Opus 628 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
Palomino Social Club 109 7th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
Puro Latino 658 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Quincy’s Late Night Lounge 609 7 Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Republik 219 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone M No S
Rose and Crown 1503 4th St SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone M No S
Sal's on 17th 529 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Ship and Anchor 534 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building M Yes S
Soda 211 12th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
St James Corner 1219 1st St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Ten 1140 10 Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Texas Lounge 308R 17 Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
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CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES

ID NAME LOCATION FUNCTION TYPE HRS OF 
OPERATION

TYPE OF SPACE STREET 
FRONTAGE

VISIBILITY AT 
GRADE

SIZE OF 
SPACE 

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

The Bank 125 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
The Distillery 613 7th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
The Mansion After Dark 355 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
The Rhino 607 11th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
The Twisted Element 1006 11th Ave SW Live Music B+E Stand Alone S No S
The Unicorn 304 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Ubu Lounge 608 1 St SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Vern's 622 8th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Vicious Circle 1011 1st ST SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building M Yes S
Vinyl 213 10th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S No S
West 225 7th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Yardhouse 718 17th Ave SW Live Music B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Cowboys 421 12th Ave SE Live Music B+E Stand Alone L No XL
Elbow River Casino 218 18th Ave SE Live Music B+E Stand Alone L No XL
Stampede Park 1410 Olympic Way SE Multi-Venue Exhibition Space B+E Special Case NA Yes XL
Chinese Cultural Centre  197 1 St SW Museum B+E Unit Within Building L No L
Glenbow Museum 130 9th Ave SE Museum B+E Unit Within Building M No L
Youth Link CP Interpretive Centre 316 7th Ave SE Museum B Unit Within Building NA No M
Museum of Contemporary Art Calgary 104 800 Macleod Tr SE Museum B+E Unit Within Building M Yes S
Fort Calgary 750 9th Ave SE Museum B+E Special Case NA No XL
Bogie's Casablanca Video 2100 4th St SW Music/Film Retail B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Classics Plus 1136 8 Ave SW Music/Film Retail B Unit Within Building S No S
Loyalty Sound 910 12 Ave SW Music/Film Retail B Unit Within Building S No S
Melody Lane Piano Sales 1347 12 Ave SW Music/Film Retail B Unit Within Building S No S
Sloth Records 736B 17th Ave SW Music/Film Retail B Unit Within Building NA Yes S
Telus Convention Centre North 705 1 St SE Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Multiple Spaces L No L
Telus Convention Centre South 120 9th Ave SE Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Multiple Spaces M No L
Cliff Bungalow Community Association 2201 Cliff St SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone M No M
Lougheed House 707 13 Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone M Yes M
Simmons Building 618 Confluence Way Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone M No M
Alliance Francaise of Calgary 1221 2 St SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Clive Burger 736 17th Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Headspace 1817 10 Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B Unit Within Building M No S
Sunalta Community Association 1127 10 Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone M No S
The Big Cheese 738 17th Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Tubby Dog 1022 17th Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
The Cliff House 2112 Cliff St SW Occasional Cultural Venue 24H Stand Alone S Yes S
John Snow House 915 18th Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
City Hall Municipal Complex 800 Macleod Tr SE Occasional Cultural Venue B Stand Alone L Yes XL
Eau Claire Market 200 Barclay Parade SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone L Yes XL
Eighth Avenue Place 335 8 Ave SW Occasional Cultural Venue B+E Stand Alone L Yes XL
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CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES

ID NAME LOCATION FUNCTION TYPE HRS OF 
OPERATION

TYPE OF SPACE STREET 
FRONTAGE

VISIBILITY AT 
GRADE

SIZE OF 
SPACE 

124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

Insomnia Coffee Company 239 8th Ave SE Other Art Retail B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Epcor Centre 205 8th Ave SE Performing Arts Centre B+E Multiple Spaces L No XL
Alberta Ballet Theatre 141 18 Ave SW Performing Arts Dance B+E Stand Alone M No M
DSW Studio Theatre 2007 10 Ave SW Performing Arts Dance B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
The School of Alberta Ballet 906 12 Ave SW Performing Arts Dance B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Cineplex Odeon Eau Claire 200 Barclay Parade SW Performing Arts Film B+E Unit Within Building NA No M
Globe Cinema 621 8th Ave SW Performing Arts Film B+E Stand Alone S Yes M
Arrata Opera Centre 1315 7th St SW Performing Arts Music B+E Stand Alone M No L
Cathedral Church of the Redeemer 604 1 St SE Performing Arts Music B+E Stand Alone M Yes M
Pump House Theatre 2140 Pumphouse Ave Sw Performing Arts Theatre B+E Stand Alone S No M
Theatre Junction Grand 608 1 St SW Performing Arts Theatre B+E Unit Within Building S No M
Lunchbox Theatre 160 115 9 Ave SW Performing Arts Theatre B+E Unit Within Building M No S
Vertigo Theatre 115 9th Ave SW Performing Arts Theatre B+E Unit Within Building M No S
Yuk Yuk’s 218 18th Ave SE Performing Arts Theatre B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Vistek 1231 10th Ave SW Production B Stand Alone M No M
Camera Store 802 11th Ave SW Production B Stand Alone S Yes S
E=MC2 Event Management 105 625 11th Ave SW Production B Unit Within Building S Yes S
Extreme Film&Video 601 10th Ave SW Production B Unit Within Building NA No S
Quickdraw Animation Society 201 351 11 Ave SW Production B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Saneal Cameras 1402 11th Ave SW Production B Stand Alone S Yes S
Six Degrees Music 302 822 11th Ave SW Production B Unit Within Building NA No S
Sunil Cameras 815 1st St SW Production B Unit Within Building M Yes S
The Directors Chair 1717 17 Ave SW Production B Unit Within Building S Yes S
White Iron Productions 1500 340 12th Ave SW Production B Unit Within Building NA No S
Beaulieu Gardens 707 13th Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
Century Gardens 826 8 Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
Connaught Park 11 St. & 14 Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
Courthouse Square 4th St 7th Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
James Short Park 115 4 Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
Municipal Plaza MacLeod Tr 8th Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
Tompkins Park 8th St 17th Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes L
Eau Claire Plaza 3 St. & Riverfront Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes M
Rouleauville Square 197 17 Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes M
Central Memorial Park 1221 2 St SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
Haultain Park 225 - 13 Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
MacDougall Centre 7th St 5th Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
Olympic Plaza 228 8 Ave SE Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
Prince's Island Park 4 St. and 1 Ave. S.W. Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
Shaw Millennium Park 1220 9th Ave SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
Sien Lok Park Riverfront Ave. & 1 St SW Public Parks/Plaza B+E Outdoor NA Yes XL
Prelude Fine Art 617 10th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Stand Alone S Yes M
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CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES

ID NAME LOCATION FUNCTION TYPE HRS OF 
OPERATION

TYPE OF SPACE STREET 
FRONTAGE

VISIBILITY AT 
GRADE

SIZE OF 
SPACE 

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

Webster Galleries Inc 812 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Stand Alone S Yes M
17th Ave Framers 1232 17th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Art Firm 617 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S No S
Art Gallery of Calgary 117 8th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Artevo 514 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Artful Living 724A 11 Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Centennial Art Gallery 153 115 9 Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Diana Paul Galleries 737 2nd St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Endeavor Art/Event Space 200 1209 1st St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Gainsborough Galleries 441 5th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Gerry Thomas Art Gallery 602 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building NA Yes S
Gibson Fine Art 102 628 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Herringer Kiss Gallery 709 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Jarvis Hall Fine Art 617 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Latitude Art Gallery 105 625 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Loch Gallery 1516 4th St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Masters Gallery 2115 4th St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Micah Gallery 110 8 Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Newzones Gallery 730 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Paul Kuhn Gallery 724 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Planet Arts 1451 14th St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Prints Charming 211 10th Ave SW Visual Arts B Unit Within Building S Yes S
Skew Gallery 101 1615 10 Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Stephen Lowe Art Gallery 251 255 5 Ave SW Visual Arts B Unit Within Building NA No S
Stride Gallery 1004 Macleod Tr SE Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
The Gallery 1314 1st St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
The Weiss Gallery 1021 6th St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Trepanier Baer 105 999 8th St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Truck Gallery 815 1st St SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building NA No S
Untitled Art Society Satellite Gallery 343 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Stand Alone S Yes S
Virginia Christopher Gallery 816 11th Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes S
Wallace Galleries 500 5th Ave SW Visual Arts B Unit Within Building S Yes S
Avalanche! 1235 Macleod Tr SE Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S Yes XS
Fluevog Peanut Gallery 207 8 Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building NA No XS
Gorilla Gallery 1503 15 Ave SW Visual Arts B+E Unit Within Building S No XS
Open Spaces LRT station 7th Ave between 1st  St and Centre St SEVisual Arts Display 24H Unit Within Building S Yes XS
Sugar Cube Gallery 924 17th Ave SW Visual Arts Display 24H Unit Within Building S Yes XS
Carinosa Portraits 735 10th Ave SW Visual Arts Photography B Unit Within Building S Yes S
Fuller Edge 1409 11 St SW Visual Arts Photography B Unit Within Building S No S
Harderlee Photography 1917 10th Ave SW Visual Arts Photography B Unit Within Building S No S
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FIGURE 7: CENTRE CITY’S CULTURAL SPACES
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FIGURE 8: FUNCTION TYPE BREAKDOWN OF CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES
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FIGURE 9: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION:  MULTI-VENUE EXHIBITION SPACE
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FIGURE 10: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: BOX OFFICE
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FIGURE 11: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: OTHER ART RETAIL
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FIGURE 12: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE 
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FIGURE 13: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: INSTRUCTIONAL
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FIGURE 14: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PERFORMING ARTS FILM
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FIGURE 15: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PERFORMING ARTS MUSIC
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FIGURE 16: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: VISUAL ARTS DISPLAY
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FIGURE 17: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: COLLECTIVE
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FIGURE 18: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PERFORMING ARTS DANCE
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FIGURE 19: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: VISUAL ARTS PHOTOGRAPHY 
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FIGURE 20: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: LITERARY ARTS
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FIGURE 21: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: ADMINISTRATION
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FIGURE 22: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: MUSEUM
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FIGURE 23: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: MUSIC/FILM RETAIL
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FIGURE 24: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PERFORMING ARTS THEATRE
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FIGURE 25: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: EDUCATION
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FIGURE 26: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: CULTURAL PROMOTION
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FIGURE 27: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PRODUCTION
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FIGURE 28: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: OCCASIONAL CULTURAL VENUE
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FIGURE 29: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: PUBLIC PARKS AND PLAZAS
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FIGURE 30: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: VISUAL ARTS
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FIGURE 31: FUNCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION: LIVE MUSIC
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XS S M L XL TOTAL PERCENT
Multi-Venue Exhibition Space
Box Office
Other Art Retail
Performing Arts Centre
Instructional
Performing Arts Film
Performing Arts Music
Visual Arts Display
Collective
Performing Arts Dance
Visual Arts Photography
Literary Arts
Administration
Museum
Music/Film Retail
Performing Arts Theatre
Education
Cultural Promotion
Production
Occasional Cultural Venue
Public Parks/Plaza
Visual Arts
Live Music
TOTALS

PERCENT

1 1 0.49%
1 1 0.49%
1 1 0.49%

1 1 0.49%
2 2 0.98%

2 2 0.98%
1 1 2 0.98%

2 2 0.98%
1 2 3 1.47%
2 1 3 1.47%
3 3 1.47%
3 1 4 1.96%

2 1 2 5 2.45%
1 1 2 1 5 2.45%
5 5 2.45%
3 2 5 2.45%

2 3 5 2.45%
6 1 1 8 3.92%
9 1 10 4.90%
8 3 2 3 16 7.84%

2 7 7 16 7.84%
3 31 2 36 17.65%

59 5 2 2 68 33.33%
7 136 26 20 15 204 100.00%

3.43% 66.67% 12.75% 9.80% 7.35%

FIGURE 32: FUNCTION TYPE SIZE BREAKDOWN
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FIGURE 33: SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF CENTRE CITY’S CULTURAL SPACES
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FIGURE 34: LOCATIONS OF FUNCTION TYPE CONCENTRATIONS
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FIGURE 35: LOCATIONS OF FUNCTION TYPE DIVERSITY
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Function Type 18A 17A 16A 15A 14A 13A 12A 11A 10A 9A 8A 7A 6A 5A 4A 3A 1A 14SW 11SW 8SW 7SW 6SW 4SW 2SW 1SW 1SE 3SE Barclay Cliff Confluence Macleod Olympic Pumphouse Riverfront TOTAL
Multi-Venue Exhibition Space
Box Office
Other Art Retail
Performing Arts Centre
Instructional
Performing Arts Film
Performing Arts Music
Visual Arts Display
Collective
Performing Arts Dance
Visual Arts Photography
Literary Arts
Administration
Museum
Music/Film Retail
Performing Arts Theatre
Education
Cultural Promotion
Production
Occasional Cultural Venue
Public Parks/Plaza
Visual Arts
Live Music

TOTALS

1 1
1 1

1 1
1 1

1 1 2
1 1 2

1 1 2
1 1 2

1 1 1 3
1 1 1 3

2 1 3
1 1 1 1 4

1 1 1 1 1 5
2 1 1 1 5

1 2 1 1 5
1 2 1 1 5

1 2 1 1 5
1 2 1 2 1 1 8
1 1 5 2 1 10

1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 16
2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 16
1 1 13 3 1 3 3 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 36

1 11 1 2 3 13 5 9 6 1 4 9 1 1 1 68
4 23 1 1 2 4 7 24 26 12 21 12 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 12 4 16 2 1 3 3 1 6 2 1 2 204

1.96% 11.27% 0.49% 0.49% 0.98% 1.96% 3.43% 11.76% 12.75% 5.88% 10.29% 5.88% 0.49% 1.47% 0.49% 0.49% 0.49% 0.98% 0.49% 0.49% 0.98% 0.49% 5.88% 1.96% 7.84% 0.98% 0.49% 1.47% 1.47% 0.49% 2.94% 0.98% 0.49% 0.98%

FIGURE 36: FUNCTION TYPES BY LOCATION
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FIGURE 37: CULTURAL SPACE OPERATING HOURS IN CENTRE CITY
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FIGURE 38: VISIBILITY OF CULTURAL SPACES AT GRADE IN CENTRE CITY
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FIGURE 39: FRONTAGE SIZE TOTALS FOR CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES
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FIGURE 40: TYPE OF SPACE TOTALS FOR CENTRE CITY CULTURAL SPACES
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2.3 SUMMARY OF INVENTORY

Calgary’s Centre City is home to a number of cultural spaces  that 

represent a variety of cultural activity.  The inventory shows that 

Centre City is home to 204 cultural spaces made up of twenty 

three unique function types.  From these unique function types 

the top five most common are Live Music Venues with sixty eight, 

Visual Art Galleries with thirty six, both public parks and plazas 

and occasional cultural venues with sixteen, production with ten, 

and cultural promotion with eight.  These top five most common 

function types represent 154, or 75%, of all cultural spaces found 

in Calgary’s Centre City.

Centre City’s 204 spaces range in size from extra small  (1-50 

square meters) to extra large (10000 square meters and above).  

The majority of cultural spaces found on the site are classified 

as small.  These represent 136 spaces, or 67% of the total, and 

have a footprint between fifty one and 750 square meters.  The 

smallest space found in Centre City is the Sugar Cube Gallery on 

17th avenue.  This space is classified as a visual arts display, and 

has an area of one square meter.  It is located adjacent to Anne 

FIGURE 41: Broken City: one of Centre City’s sixty eight Live Music Venues

FIGURE 42: Sugar Cube Gallery Visual Arts Display
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Paterson’s Flowers in a small purpose built window.  The display is 

run by a grass roots arts organization that maintains and curates it.  

This space provides a unique opportunity along 17th avenue, and 

within the larger site, as it is one of two visual art displays in all of 

Centre City.  

In contrast, the largest cultural space is the Calgary Stampede 

grounds.  This multi-venue exhibition space is located on the 

southeastern edge of the site, and has an area of 550,000 square 

meters.  It is one of the oldest cultural spaces in Calgary, and has 

played a large role in shaping the cultural identity of the city for 

the last 100 years.  The inaugural Stampede was held in 1912, but 

the roots of the event date back to Calgary Exhibition 1886 (Foran, 

2008, p.3).  This original event was, like many across the country 

during this period, that were held to advertise the region and to 

attract settlement and commercial investment in the community 

(2008: 3).  The Stampede has evolved over its history to become 

an important cultural event.  It routinely draws over one million 

visitors every year, and as a result has become a defining part of 

Calgary’s cultural identity (2008:326). The Stampede hosts a variety 

FIGURE 43: Stampede Rodeo

FIGURE 44: Stampede Midway
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of cultural performances, and has shown continued support for local performing arts groups like the Young Canadians, and 

the Stampede Show Band, as well as the visual arts with its arts and crafts exhibits, the western art show, and involvement 

with regional high school art scholarships (2008:272).  

The areas with the highest concentrations of cultural spaces are: 10th avenue with twenty six spaces, 11th avenue with 

twenty four spaces, 17th avenue with twenty three spaces, 8th avenue with twenty one spaces, and 1st street southwest with 

sixteen spaces.  These five areas comprise 110, or 54%, of the total number of cultural spaces in Centre City.

The areas with the most diverse cultural activity are 17th avenue with ten function types, 10th avenue with nine, 8th avenue 

with nine, 4th street southwest with eight, 1st street southwest with six, and Macleod Trail, 12th avenue , and 11th avenue 

all with five.

The majority of Calgary’s Centre City cultural spaces operate throughout the day and into the evening.  This is evident in 

that 80% of spaces operate during business and evening hours (9am-12am), compared to the 16% that operate only during 

business hours (9am-5pm), and the 4% that are open twenty four hours a day.

Centre City’s cultural spaces are visible at grade.  The data indicates that 57% of all spaces on the site are located on the 

ground floor and can be seen from the street.  
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The majority of cultural spaces on the site have small frontages.  This is evident in the fact that in Centre City 55% of all 

cultural spaces have a frontage that is between one and sixteen meters long.

Finally the inventory indicates that the majority of cultural spaces in Centre City are units within a building.  The data indicates 

that 126 of the 204, or 62% of all spaces are located in buildings where they share space with other land uses.
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3.1 SYNTHESIS

The previous chapter provided a summary of the inventory, and was utilized to illustrate the various cultural spaces and their 

locations within Centre City.  This section will shift focus away from the individual spaces and look at the relationships that 

spaces have in their groupings around the site. The relationships that these groups of cultural spaces, and their corresponding 

activities, have with one another plays an important role in the development of unique cultural clusters.  For the purposes of 

this project, clusters are defined as areas within the city that support a diversity of cultural assets, organizations, businesses, 

consumers, and producers that sets it apart from other areas (Stern & Seifert, 2010, p.263).  The development and identification 

of clusters is important because these are the areas that will be evaluated to determine their degrees of success.  This 

ultimately allows recommendations to be made to maintain and develop new successful cultural clusters in the future.

RELATIONSHIPS

The successes of Centre City’s cultural spaces is not based upon the total number of spaces represented, instead they are a 

product of the relationships these spaces have with one another.  This is because the relationships that multiple spaces form, 

based on their proximity and similarity, develops a unique cultural identity.  The uniqueness of this identity plays a vital role 

in forming cultural clusters.  Uniqueness is important because clusters represent areas of diverse cultural activity and these 

groupings are what can be evaluated in order to determine the degrees of success of Centre City’s cultural community.  The 

evaluation process can also be used to highlight failed cultural clusters as well.  The study of these areas is important as well 

because it can indicate the shortcomings and vulnerabilities that exist in their relationships with existing cultural spaces and 

clusters.
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The cultural clusters of Centre City are built upon the relationships 

that individual spaces have with one another.  An important 

physical element that helps to spatially define these relationships 

is the railway tracks.  This is because the railway tracks influence 

the distribution of cultural spaces around Centre City.  They do 

not just provide a north/south divide; they also establish a border 

between two distinctive types of built form (Sandalack & Nicolai, 

2006, p.171).  

The northern half of Centre City is defined by its large scale 

built form, and includes many of the city’s iconic buildings like 

the Bow and the Calgary Tower.  These buildings form the city’s 

distinctive downtown core.   Small pockets of residential towers 

are located along the Bow River as well, and they provide focused 

areas of dense residential land use.  The buildings that would have 

provided the small to medium sized venues that cultural activities 

utilize were demolished when this area was redeveloped into the 

city’s central business district. This was illustrated in the four eras 

of historic cultural space activity in Centre City in chapter two.  As 

a result, the northern half of the site lacks much of the built form 

FIGURE 45: The railway tracks influence the distribution of cultural spaces 

FIGURE 46: The northern half of Centre City  is defined by its large scale built form
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that has been identified for its potential to support cultural space.  

Only seventy nine spaces, or 39% of all cultural activity takes place 

in this half of the site.  

However, parts of the northern half are home to some of the Centre 

City’s most unique cultural activity.  A key component of which is 

the Cultural District.  This area is located at the east end of Stephen 

Avenue (8th avenue).  Here many of the site’s large scale, purpose 

built, cultural facilities like the Glenbow Museum and the Epcor 

Centre for the Performing Arts are located.  The Cultural District 

represents a formally planned cultural cluster, and is unique to 

Centre City because of its high concentration of large scale cultural 

spaces. These large scale, formally planned spaces that are found 

with in the Cultural District contrast the smaller scale cultural spaces 

that are located to the west of along Stephen Avenue.  This is one 

of the few locations in the northern half of the site where older, 

smaller scale buildings still exist.  Stephen Avenue has been able 

to retain some of its historic built form, and as a result, a vibrant 

cultural area has been maintained.  The northern half of Centre City 

is also home to Prince’s Island Park the site’s largest outdoor space.  

FIGURE 47: The Glenbow Museum’s wall like frontage along 9th avenue 

FIGURE 48: The Epcor Centre’s wall like frontage along 9th avenue
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The southern half of Centre City is defined by its small scale built 

form, which houses a mixture of residential and commercial land 

uses.  It is in this environment that the majority of cultural spaces 

are found.  This is because the older, small scale, built form still 

exists, and has not been demolished to the same extent that it was 

in the northern half of the site.  This has allowed the majority of 

cultural spaces to be located in commercial areas and establish 

long-standing cultural areas throughout the southern half of the 

site.  Examples of this are 17th avenue, 11th avenue, 10th avenue, 4th 

street southwest, and 1st street southwest.  As a result, the southern 

half of the site supports 125 cultural spaces.  This represents 62% of 

all cultural spaces in Centre City.  

It is important to note that the southern half of the site has not 

been immune to the destruction associated with urban renewal 

projects.  Indeed, Victoria Park has seen much of its built form 

demolished and remain undeveloped.  Areas along 17th avenue and 

4th street southwest have also been targeted for redevelopment 

efforts.  This has removed the older, smaller scale built form that 

has been identified as essential to cultural space in favor of larger 

FIGURE 49: 17th Avenue’s Ship and Anchor Pub

FIGURE 50: An example of the undeveloped lots in Victoria Park
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commercial buildings.  These redevelopment efforts produce gaps in the built form and compromise the ability of cultural 

spaces to be maintained.  This is because new developments rarely include the spaces necessary to replace those that have 

been removed during redevelopment. 

Access plays an important role in defining cultural space relationships in Centre City.  The pedestrian paths, roads, and LRT 

move people both to and internally through the site.  The rail crossings along 14th street southwest, 11th street southwest, 

8th street southwest, 5th street southwest, 4th street southwest, 1st street southwest, 1st street southeast, Macleod Trail, and 

4th street southeast provide opportunities to cross the north /south border that the railway tracks establish.  It is important 

to note that the vast majority of spaces are located along access points to Centre City .  This illustrates the importance of 

establishing cultural activity in areas that are accessible using different modes of transportation.

CLUSTERS

The synthesis of the inventory data identified Centre City’s cultural clusters.   These are created when the streets and avenues 

with the highest concentration of cultural spaces are combined with the streets and avenues with the greatest function type 

diversity.  The top streets and avenues have been selected to ensure that the most accurate representation of inventory data 

is utilized to develop Centre City’s cultural clusters. The analysis shows that the areas featuring the highest concentrations of 

cultural space are related to those with the greatest diversity of function types.  As a result, the following areas are identified 

as contributing to the development of cultural clusters: 7th avenue, 8th avenue, 9th avenue, 10th avenue, 11th avenue, 12th 

avenue, 17th avenue, 4th street southwest, 1st street southwest, and Macleod Trail.  
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The defining characteristics of  a cultural cluster include the concentration of  its cultural spaces, and a degree of associated 

activities that distinguishes them from other areas.  It is important to remember that a cluster is identified as an area that 

has spawned a diversity of assets, organizations, businesses, participants, and artists that sets it apart from other areas 

(Stern & Seifert, 2010, p.263).  Five distinct cultural clusters are therefore identified in Centre City:  Stampede, Entertainment, 

Institutional, Design, and Production. The names for each cluster are representative of the activity or dominant function type 

that exists within them.  It is important to note that these clusters represent both areas that have been formally planned by 

the city, and those that have developed organically by individual spaces locating around one another.   Once a cluster has 

been identified it will be evaluated to determine their degrees of its success, and identify any vulnerabilities it may have.

In the following results section, John Montgomery’s necessary characteristics for cultural spaces have been used as the 

criteria to evaluate the degrees of success of Centre City’s cultural spaces.  He recognizes three characteristics, which he 

believes are necessary for the creation of successful cultural clusters: activity, built form and meaning (Montgomery, 2003, 

p.295), and these will be evaluated in terms of their degree of success.  This is done by analysing the variety of cultural 

activity, the diversity of built form, and the overall cultural relationship that the area in question has in relation to the site 

and the larger community.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

CULTURAL CLUSTERS THAT HAVE SUCCESSFUL LEVELS OF ACTIVITY EXHIBIT THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS: 

•	 They encourage associated cultural activities

•	 They provide evidence of both cultural production and consumption
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•	 The cultural activities therein span both business and evening hours, which helps maintain activity and vibrancy within 

the cluster throughout the day and night (Montgomery, 2003, p.297). 

THE BUILT FORM IS EVALUATED AS SUCCESSFUL IF IT EXHIBITS THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS:

• It should be comprised of small and medium sized buildings of various ages

• Cultural spaces are placed at grade to establish a horizontal grain of active and permeable frontages along the street 

(Montgomery, 2003, p. 301).

MEANING IS CONSIDERED LAST BECAUSE IT IS THE PRODUCT OF A CLUSTER’S ACTIVITY AND BUILT FORM.  

•	 Meaning is established in a cluster when it becomes associated with a distinctive cultural identity

•	 It requires a level of knowledge within the community about the cluster itself

•	 Ultimately this requires that the various spaces within the cluster to have a strong relationship with one another in order 

to support its overall cultural identity within the community (Montgomery, 2003, p.302).
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FIGURE 51: SEGMENTS OF STREETS AND AVENUES WITH THE HIGHEST CONCENTRATIONS OF CULTURAL SPACES
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FIGURE 52: SEGMENTS OF STREETS AND AVENUES WITH THE GREATEST DIVERSITY OF CULTURAL SPACES
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FIGURE 53: CENTRE CITY’S GENERAL CULTURAL CLUSTER AREAS
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FIGURE 54: CENTRE CITY’S FIVE CULTURAL CLUSTERS
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FIGURE 55: GAPS BETWEEN CULTURAL SPACES IN CENTRE CITY’S FIVE CULTURAL CLUSTERS
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3.2  RESULTS

The following section illustrates the findings from the Centre City culture cluster evaluation.  It is important to note that the 

existence of these five clusters indicates that none of them are considered to be failures.  All five exhibit varying degrees of 

success as unique cultural clusters.  However, the Stampede, Institutional, Production , Design and Entertainment clusters 

all have vulnerabilities in the concentrations of their built form, the presence of cultural activity, and in the meaning they 

develop as a cultural cluster through relationships with the  larger community.  Ultimately this illustrates that the foundations 

currently exist for multiple successful clusters in Centre City, but action is required to both maintain existing and develop 

future successful clusters. 

STAMPEDE CLUSTER
ACTIVITY

The Stampede cluster has a focused amount of cultural activity throughout the year.  This is due in large part to the fact 

the activity in this cluster is primarily seasonal in nature, and requires defined programming efforts during the offseason to 

stage cultural activity.  The activity that is exhibited is almost exclusively performance based, and as a result this positions the 

cluster towards cultural consumption with few opportunities for cultural production.  A successful element of this cluster’s 

cultural activity is based upon its operation during both business and evening hours.  This is important because it consistently 

brings people to the area throughout the day.  The cluster is located along a variety of Centre City’s access points, and allows 

individuals to get to the cluster using pedestrian, public transit, and personal vehicles.   Nevertheless, the surrounding land 

use plays little role on the cluster’s cultural activities.  This is because it is a formally planned destination site, and its activity 

levels are directly related to scheduled events.
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FIGURE 56: STAMPEDE CLUSTER’S CULTURAL SPACES
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BUILT FORM

The built form found in the Stampede cluster is predominantly 

purpose built.  It is primarily utilized to host the activities of the 

Calgary Stampede, touring performances, as well as the Flames, 

Hitmen, and Roughnecks sports teams.  As a result, the majority of 

the built form found in the cluster is much larger than the small-

scale venues that are identified as successful venues that support 

a diverse range of cultural spaces.  This cluster’s spaces are, for the 

most part, enclosed within the Stampede Grounds, which fails 

to create an element of good streets that the criteria requires.  In 

particular, the streets lack well-defined edges with a horizontal 

grain of active frontages to promote visual permeability.  The 

two spaces within this cluster that exist outside of the Stampede 

grounds are the two live music venues Cowboys and Olives.  These 

spaces play an important role in the future of this cluster because 

they have the ability to attract new venues to be built in the 

undeveloped land of Victoria Park.  The cluster’s built form would 

be strengthened if more small-scale spaces were developed along 

12th avenue and Olympic Way.  

FIGURE 57: Cowboys Live Music Venue

FIGURE 58: Undeveloped land in Victoria Park
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MEANING

The Stampede cluster benefits from the fact that it has an established cultural identity that has existed for over 100 years. it is 

an internationally recognised event that draws over one million visitors every year to the site.  It also is an established venue 

for non Stampede related performances throughout the year.  

EVALUATION

This cluster benefits from its distinctive identity, and enjoys a strong relationship with the community.  However, the 

Stampede cluster  cannot utilize this to offset its activity and built form shortcomings that make it vulnerable to becoming 

a more successful cultural cluster in Centre City.  It is important to note that successful clusters are not representative of 

one or two of the criteria that comprise a cluster.  They are instead made up of a combination of all three components.  This 

cluster could improve its overall level of success by developing new smaller scale cultural spaces in Victoria Park along 12th 

avenue and Olympic Way.  The development of this built form would help to replace what was demolished during previous 

urban renewal initiatives in the area.  This would also help to generate increased cultural activity in the cluster outside of 

its  heavily programmed and scheduled periods of activity, and would encourage informal cultural usage of the cluster 

when it is not hosting major formal events like the Stampede.   Ultimately, this would create an environment where there is 

a high concentration of cultural spaces, with associated activities that establishes a unique identity for the cluster, and this 

allows the development of an even stronger relationship between the larger community and this cluster. Ultimately the 

Stampede cluster highlights that activity and built form are just as important as meaning when it comes to the development 

of successful cultural clusters.  

INSTITUTIONAL CLUSTER
ACTIVITY
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FIGURE 59: INSTITUTIONAL CLUSTER ‘S CULTURAL SPACES
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The Institutional cluster is also limited by a lack of diversity in its 

cultural activity.  This cluster is largely associated with cultural 

consumption. The heavy emphasis on performance space and not 

production space limits the variety in the cultural activity that can 

take place.  However, this cluster does provide many opportunities 

for cultural performance, and this establishes the foundation for its 

associated activity.  It also operates through business and evening 

hours, which ensures that cultural activity is not limited during the 

day.  The cluster benefits from its proximity to major access points 

into the Centre City.  This allows users to gain entrance to the cluster 

easily, and this helps to maintain cultural activity within it.  The 

Institutional cluster is as a formally planned cultural destination, 

and as a result, if specific efforts are not scheduled, the cultural 

activity in the cluster is quite limited.  This negatively impacts the 

overall vibrancy of this cluster.
BUILT FORM

The built form in the Institutional cluster has a limited range in the 

size of its spaces.  It is predominantly larger than the recommended 

mixture of small-scale venues.  The majority of the built form found 

within this cluster is also purpose built.  This is seen in the cluster’s 

FIGURE 60: Olympic Plaza

FIGURE 61: MOCA (Museum of Contemporary Art) formerly the Triangle Gallery
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defining buildings, such as the Glenbow Museum, Telus Convention Centres, Epcor Centre, Central Library, and the Municipal 

building.  These venues are associated with formally planned districts, and are not found traditionally in organic cultural 

clusters.  Diversity in the built form is provided by the Olympic Plaza outdoor space and MOCA (Museum of Contemporary Art) 

located in the Municipal building, but this is not enough to offset the large structures that the cluster houses predominantly.  

The Glenbow and Epcor’s large frontages, and their limited permeability do not contribute to successful built form in this 

cluster.  This is because the built form criteria identifies small frontages that are visually permeable at grade as successful 

components of cultural spaces.

MEANING

The Institutional cluster’s location has been the site of 137 years of consistent cultural activity.  It continues to contribute 

to this by housing the site’s largest museum and only performing arts centre.  As a result both the Glenbow and the Epcor 

Centre play an important role because of the unique cultural activity they support, and this helps to maintain the Institutional 

cluster’s cultural identity within the community.

EVALUATION

The future success of the Institutional cluster is vulnerable because it lacks a variety of built form.  This cluster does not have 

enough small scale, visually permeable spaces at grade to offset its large scale spaces.  As a result the activity that the cluster 

supports is limited to heavily programmed performances and exhibitions.  If there is nothing programmed then the cultural 

activity in this cluster is dramatically diminished.  This cluster is also vulnerable to losing its meaning if one of the large scale 

venues moves to a different location.   In recent years there have been discussions about moving either or both the Glenbow 

and Epcor Centre to a new location.  If this were to happen the ability of cluster to be continue to be considered successful 
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would be in jeopardy.  Ultimately, this is because these spaces create meaning for the cultural cluster through the unique 

cultural experiences they provide to the community.  As a result they collectively support one another.  If one or both were 

to leave it would be challenging for the remaining spaces in the cluster to offset this loss, and the relationship with the 

community could not be maintained.

PRODUCTION CLUSTER
ACTIVITY

The Production cluster provides opportunities for both cultural consumption and production.  However, it is primarily 

associated with cultural production.  This is seen in the proximity of spaces such as the Sunalta Community Centre, DSW 

Studio, Headspace, Sentry Box and Harderlee Photography.  The cluster operates through business and evening hours, and 

this is important to maintaining its cultural activity.  It is also located along major access points, which make for easy access 

to the site.  This allows users from the surrounding residential and commercial land uses, and those from outside the site, to 

develop a relationship with the cluster and contribute to its activity as a specialized destination.  The cluster is vulnerable to 

limited periods of cultural activity when users are not present.    Much like the Stampede and Institutional clusters if activity 

is not programmed then it becomes quite limited in the cluster, and this makes it continued success vulnerable.

BUILT FORM

This cluster utilizes small scale built form that varies in age.  This is what Montgomery identified as a key component of 

the successful built form of a cultural cluster (2003:299).  The built form is also supported by a small amount of good street 

presence along 10th avenue.  Spaces such as the Skew Gallery and Mikey’s Juke Joint benefit directly from this positioning, 

and they have active, permeable frontages at grade.  However, the overall low concentration of its cultural spaces limits the 

success of the cluster.  This makes the cluster vulnerable, and does not contribute to the creation of a good horizontal grain 
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FIGURE 62: PRODUCTION CLUSTER’S CULTURAL SPACES
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of active cultural frontages along this 10th avenue. 

MEANING

The Production cluster does not enjoy the same cultural identity 

as the Stampede or Institutional clusters.  While the latter two can 

rely on their reputations to lesson the limitations in their built form 

and activity, the Production cluster does not have this luxury.   This 

cluster illustrates that its relationship to cultural activity is directly 

related to the area’s ability to support cultural production and 

consumption within the appropriate built form.  The Production 

cluster has been able to develop this identity, but it needs to work 

towards developing an increased concentration of cultural spaces 

if it is to become more successful.

EVALUATION

The Production cluster is vulnerable because of its lack of 

concentration of cultural spaces.  This has created gaps between 

spaces in the cluster along 10th avenue southwest.  As a result it 

becomes difficult to maintain relationships between the existing 

spaces.  However, an increase in cultural spaces along 10th avenue 

would help to alleviate the pressure that existing spaces do face in 

FIGURE 63: Sunalta Community Centre

FIGURE 64: DSW Dance Studio
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maintaining their relationships with one another.   The small scale, built form with visually permeable frontages at grade does 

exist  to support future cultural space.  Currently the amount of cultural activity is limited to those utilizing the cluster as a 

specialized destination.  It does not enjoy large amounts of pedestrian traffic, but an increase in cultural space concentration 

in the cluster would make it more successful.  The future success of this cluster will be tied to its ability to attract more cultural 

spaces and a subsequent increase in cultural activity to the area.

DESIGN CLUSTER
ACTIVITY

The Design cluster is primarily known for its high concentration of visual art galleries along 11th avenue.  This has influenced 

the diversity of cultural activity that is available, and as a result, there is a heavily focus on consumption.  This cluster is 

also supported by a small amount of production and performance spaces.  The high concentration of a single function 

type represented in this area is an example of an organic cluster.  This area illustrates how similar cultural businesses can 

cluster around one another because they share characteristics.  As a result this creates a distinctive area of cultural activity. 

The Design cluster operates throughout the business and evening hours and ensures that there is a consistent stream of 

activity.  It is located in the heart of the Centre City, and is accessible from many points.  This is allows users to engage with 

the cluster easily.  The surrounding residential and commercial land uses support both regional and local use of this cluster 

as a destination for visual art galleries. 

BUILT FORM

This cluster benefits from its surrounding built form, where the majority of the buildings are smaller scale commercial.  These 

have active, permeable frontages at grade that provide the physical elements attributed to successful clusters.  Situated 
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FIGURE 65: DESIGN CLUSTER’S CULTURAL SPACES
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along 11th avenue, between 5th street southwest and 8th street 

southwest, the cluster exhibits the qualities of Montgomery’s 

“good streets” with a horizontal grain of active frontages (2003:301).  

The challenges faced in this cluster are due to its limitations with 

respect to its size.  The redevelopment of 11th avenue to the west, 

as well as parcels on 10th and 12th avenues, has put the existing 

successful built form in the cluster at risk.  

MEANING

The Design cluster has a strong cultural identity within Centre City.  

This is in large part a result  of its high concentration of visual art 

galleries, it has developed a presence that distinguishes itself from 

other clusters.  The uniqueness of this area is also due to the fact it 

has changed its relationship with the local community.  In the late 

1980s and early 90s, this cluster was home to Electric Avenue.  This 

location became notorious for its nightlife activity.  After a series of 

violent incident the area was repurposed (Dawson, 1999, para.12).  

This is also a unique component of this cluster, for it is the only one 

of the five to have its activity focus repurposed.  This was aided 

in bylaw changes that saw the end of its high concentration of 

FIGURE 66: Newzones Gallery

FIGURE 67: Latitude Gallery
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nightclubs, which allowed visual art galleries to become associated with the area.  

EVALUATION

This cluster illustrates that a strong cultural identity does not need 100 years of activity to be developed.  It indicates that 

a richness of activity and the successful built form elements that support culture can develop a relationship with the 

community in a much shorter period of time.  However this cluster is vulnerable because of its size and the unique cultural 

activity it supports.  Its uniqueness is established through its relationship with visual art galleries.  Currently 13 of Centre 

City’s 36 are located in this cluster.  This represents the highest concentration of visual art galleries anywhere in on the site.  

It is not realistic to assume that the cluster can support greater numbers of galleries given the built form that does exist, and 

the  pressures it is facing from the redevelopment of 10th, 11th, and 12th avenues.  If this cluster continues to lose the built 

form that can house cultural spaces without replacement then its future success is in jeopardy.

ENTERTAINMENT CLUSTER
ACTIVITY

The Entertainment cluster is the largest in Centre City.  It encompasses areas from 17th avenue to seventh avenue, and is 

the only cluster to cross the railway tracks to have territory in both areas of  Centre City.  This cluster indicates that similar 

activities do occur in many locations across the site, and that it is their proximity to one another makes this large cluster 

feasible.  The primarily focus of this cluster is cultural consumption, and the most common type of activity in this cluster 

is live music performances.  Because this cluster is located over many of the identified streets and avenues that support 

cultural activity, it benefits from many access points that allow individuals to visit the site.  The Entertainment cluster operates 
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FIGURE 68: ENTERTAINMENT CLUSTER’S LIVE MUSIC VENUES
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through business and evening hours and this ensures activity is 

not limited.  Moreover, the activity in this cluster is supported by 

the surrounding land uses to a larger degree than the other four 

clusters.  Both the commercial and residential land uses contribute 

to this area becoming both a regional and local entertainment 

destination.

BUILT FORM

The Entertainment cluster maintains its large size by taking 

advantage of the built form that supports successful cultural 

spaces.  This allows spaces to utilize buildings that vary in age and 

type, but primarily features a smaller scale.  Many of the Centre 

City’s “good streets” are located within this cluster.  These streets 

benefit from the active, permeable frontages that support cultural 

spaces.  Nevertheless, the future success of this cluster is challenged 

by the emerging gaps in its built form.  These are not limited to 

one area, but are found throughout the cluster.  Examples of this 

are seen along 17th avenue where Gallery Row was redeveloped 

and replaced with a Shoppers Drug Mart, and the development of 

large-scale commercial towers moving south along 10th, 11th and 

FIGURE 69: Milk Tiger: one of the cluster’s Live Music Venues

FIGURE 70: Redevelopment along 17th avenue
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12th avenues.  As it currently stands, these new developments do not provide the spaces necessary to support culture.  If this 

continues, the future success of the cluster is in jeopardy.  The gaps in the built form, and the cultural activities they house, 

will not support a concentration that is associated with successful cultural clusters.

MEANING

The Entertainment cluster has developed a strong cultural identity.  Its location, size, and history have contributed to the 

distribution of this cluster’s distinctive relationship with live music.  This relationship has existed in some areas of this cluster 

for over 137 years.  

EVALUATION

The Entertainment cluster is representative of how organic clusters can evolve over time, and still maintain their cultural 

identity if the successful built form elements remain in the cluster as well.  It illustrates that associated activities can be 

connected over a large area.  This is achieved when cultural spaces utilize the identified successful built form qualities to 

house cultural activity across the site even if the concentration of that built form is not what it once was.  However, this cluster 

is vulnerable because of its gaps between existing cultural spaces and the built form that can support it.  The redevelopment 

efforts along 17th avenue, 11th avenue, 4th street southwest, and 1st street southwest are responsible for many of the gaps 

in the south end of the Entertainment cluster.  In the north end the limited availability of small scale build form localizes 

cultural activity in this cluster to the specific areas along 8th avenue, 7th avenue, and 1st street southwest that have it and 

to specific large scale buildings like Eighth Avenue place that make a specific effort to provide cultural spaces.  Ultimately 

the continued success of this cluster is tied to its ability to support existing spaces through maintaining the built form that 

supports their cultural activity.  
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3.3 FAILED CULTURAL CLUSTERS

Two failed cultural clusters have been identified in Centre City.  

These represent areas that exhibit the characteristics that have 

been identified that support a variety of cultural spaces, but both 

lack the density of these spaces and associated cultural activities to 

be considered an existing successful cluster.  In both cases, the lack 

of cultural space density is due to redevelopment efforts in these 

areas.  Both have had significant built form removed, and have 

not had it replaced with spaces that can support cultural activity.  

This illustrates the importance of successful built form elements 

in cultural clusters, and the need to stop urban renewal projects 

that demolish culturally successful built form without considering 

its replacement.

EAU CLAIRE

The first failed cluster is Eau Claire.  This area located at the north 

end of the site along the Bow River.  It is home to Prince’s Island Park, 

the site’s largest outdoor venue, and one of the two movie theatres 

in Centre City housed in Eau Claire Market.  The challenge with this 

area is that it has been redeveloped as Centre City has evolved, and 

FIGURE 71: Eau Claire Market

FIGURE 72: The Folk Fest at Prince’s Island Park
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FIGURE 73: LOCATIONS OF CENTRE CITY’S TWO FAILED CULTURAL CLUSTERS
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now lacks the small scale built form that is necessary to support 

cultural activities at a concentration that could be identified as 

a cluster.  Gaps in the built form exist not only within the area, 

but also that surrounding it.  Unfortunately, these gaps sever the 

connection to the Entertainment and Institutional clusters.  As a 

result, this area does not have the variety of cultural production 

and consumption that successful clusters exhibit.  The area has 

the potential to become a successful cluster, and does enjoys a 

relationship within the community because of its seasonal cultural 

activities held in Prince’s Island Park.  Examples of this are the Folk 

Festival and Shakespeare In The Park.   Ultimately Eau Claire suffers 

from a lack of built form, and requires a significant investment in 

new built form in order to provide the spaces that support a range 

of cultural activities in addition to maintaining those spaces that 

already exist.

MISSION

The second failed cultural cluster is found in the south end of the site 

in Mission primarily along 4th street southwest.  This area is located 

in one of the Centre City’s oldest residential neighbourhoods.  

FIGURE 74: Redevelopment of 4th street southwest

FIGURE 75: Redevelopment of 4th street southwest
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Mission would have historically been considered a cultural cluster because it has a history of housing a variety of cultural 

spaces along 4th street southwest, and a collection of spaces to the west along Cliff Street southwest.  These spaces benefited 

from the successful cultural built form elements such as small scale with visually permeable frontages along the street.   

However, the area has now become known for the gaps in its built form.  These gaps are due to redevelopment projects, 

that until recently, have remained stagnant leaving large empty lots.  This has hindered Mission’s ability to increase the 

concentrations of its cultural spaces.  As new buildings are developed, the potential to increase the cultural activity in the 

area improves.  This requires the new projects to develop small-scale spaces at grade with active, permeable frontages that 

can be utilized for successful cultural activity. Ultimately, until new built form with the characteristics to support  new cultural 

spaces is developed the overall concentration of cultural spaces in Mission will be insufficient to support a cluster in the area.
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4.1 CONCLUSIONS

Centre City is home to Calgary’s downtown commercial core, and some of its oldest residential neighbourhoods. This site has 

evolved with the city since its inception in 1875.  A key component of this evolution has been the relationship that Centre 

City has developed with cultural activity.  For 137 years the site has established itself as the cultural heart of Calgary.  The 

foundation of this was built upon supporting a variety of activities through a diverse range of cultural spaces.  These spaces 

exhibit the built form qualities that are associated with the development of successful cultural clusters.  Ultimately this has 

resulted in a unique group of five cultural clusters in Centre City.  

This project represents a unique contribution to the development of a comprehensive understanding of the cultural spaces 

that exist in Calgary’s Centre City.  To date there has been limited research into the spaces that currently exist outside of those 

that receive municipal funding.  By utilizing the combined methodologies of townscape analysis, cultural land use mapping, 

and participant observation a representative snapshot of the spaces that existed between January 1, 2012  to March 31, 2013 

has been established.  The results of this illustrate a rich and vibrant cultural community that is under threat of losing the built 

form that has been identified as successful at supporting both individual spaces and cultural clusters.  During the course of 

this project a number of spaces in the inventory have disappeared.  This illustrates that a comprehensive understanding of 

the built form that houses cultural activity is needed to fight the continued loss of cultural spaces in Centre City.

The challenge these five clusters face is that the built form that supports cultural spaces is being redeveloped across the site.  

This is decreasing the areas where cultural spaces can be maintained, and where new spaces can be developed.  In Centre 

City culture exists in specific types of space.  These have been identified as small scale, visually permeable, at grade, older 
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FIGURE 76: CENTRE CITY LAND USES
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FIGURE 77: CENTRE CITY’S CULTURAL SPACES
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buildings.  If this built form is destroyed, then the ability to maintain and ultimately sustain cultural spaces is put in jeopardy.  

This would reflect more than a loss of artistic and entertainment options for individual’s leisure time, but also the degradation 

of the Calgary’s cultural identity.  The impacts of this would be felt in the community on both an economic and social level. 

Culture and cultural spaces play an important role in the community.     This is because cultural vibrancy is not manufactured 

over night, or constructed in a single use, purpose built structure.  Centre City’s cultural community is built upon  137 years 

of consistent cultural activity, and today represents 204 unique spaces expressing twenty three diverse function types in five 

unique clusters. They should not be taken for granted, and should be supported to maintain Centre City’s rich and vibrant 

cultural community.
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4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

This project has developed four recommendations to maintain the existing, and facilitate the development of future, 

successful cultural spaces in Centre City.  These recommendations will help maintain the conditions that are necessary for 

successful cultural spaces to exist.   This will ultimately allow the site to continue to house the variety of cultural spaces and 

activities commonly associated with successful cultural clusters.

1.  Maintain the existing spaces in their current built form.  This places an emphasis on preestablished cultural built 

form, and not on moving existing venues to new iconic buildings to showcase cultural activities.   This is done to maintain 

the relationships that have been established with cultural facilities and their clusters.  Specifically, this is referring to the 

Institutional cluster.  Moving the Glenbow or the Epcor centre to a new location would negatively impact the ability of 

the cluster to be successful.  This is because key elements of its  meaning that form its cultural identity would be removed.  

Ultimately, this would create gaps in both its built form and activity, and dramatically impact the continued success of the 

Institutional cluster.

2. Develop small-scale cultural facilities in identified existing and potential clusters to increase cultural activity and 

the overall concentration of cultural spaces in Centre City.  These spaces should be at grade and have active, permeable 

frontages.  The development of these spaces should be considered even if they are not projected to have an immediate 

economic impact.  The social role of culture should be championed despite its perceived limitations in terms of economic 

influence. 
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3. Place an emphasis on permanency rather than temporary cultural space in Centre City.  The relationship that a 

cultural space has with its community is linked to its location.  If a cultural space develops a relationship with a particular 

cultural activity and its users, its future success is hindered if that space is constantly being relocated.  Permanency allows for 

relationships to be built, and the distinctive nature of individual clusters to be established through associated activity and 

cultural space density.

4. End the practice of urban renewal without replacement.  Many areas along the edges of the site, and within the five 

clusters, have suffered because of gaps in their built form.  The small scale built form that has the ability to house cultural 

spaces has been removed in these locations.  It has not been replaced with new developments that can support the same 

levels of cultural activity.  In areas like Eau Claire, East Village, and Victoria Park, the demolition has not resulted in new 

structures, only empty lots.  This creates gaps, and represents the destruction of cultural habitat.  The replacement of older 

built form with new space, which exhibits the necessary characteristics to support successful cultural space, would ensure 

that Centre City continues to house a high concentration of cultural activities into the future.
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4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The recommendations for future research should take into account legal and economic factors such as the rents and leases of 

existing cultural spaces in Calgary’s Centre City.  This is because over  the course of this project it has become clear that both 

rent and leasing issues play an essential role in the existence and disappearance of the site’s cultural activities and spaces.  

Ultimately further research into these factors would contribute to the development of a comprehensive understanding of 

the Centre City’s cultural spaces and clusters.    As a result the following recommendations for future research questions, with 

no implicit ranking, have been developed:

•	 What are the rents and length of leases for all existing cultural spaces in Centre City?

•	 Are the rents and leases similar for cultural spaces within a specific cultural cluster?

•	 What is the relationship between the type of space and the lease or rent of a cultural space in Centre City?

•	 Where are the areas within Centre City that have suffered cultural space erosion? Do these areas have a relationship with 

the five identified cultural clusters?
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Future research into Centre City’s cultural spaces should also investigate if it is possible to develop a new successful cultural 

cluster using the results of this project.  This would focus on whether or not a new unique cluster can be designed, financed 

and developed  in Centre City.  This project would determine if this concept is feasible utilizing one of these three options: 

utilizing a municipal policy for cultural amenity bonusing that would foster the creation of multiple spaces to form a cluster;  

or a private sector based approach, in the absence of such a policy, from a developer with sensitivities to the cultural world; 

or creating a successful cluster that is designed, financed and developed utilizing a public private partnership.
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